Dear Kids,

To mark the end of the football season this month we go to press with the picture of two promising players—Wally and Willy Donnelly of Tabulam—who have had a good season.

Judging by the letters to this page Rugby is still the favourite winter sport among the boys with basketball and hockey tops with the girls.

Cricket and tennis now take over the summer scene and we will be glad to hear news of what goes on in your sporting world.

The other happy youngsters taking the sun outside “Wits-End”, their home in Dubbo, are Harry Matthews (12) and his 10 years-old brother Eddie.

Harry is in second year at Dubbo High School and plays football and cricket with the school. He hopes to become an airline pilot when he grows up. He is a Boy Scout.

Eddie, who is in fifth class is captain of the 5 stone 7 lb. football team. He has just graduated from Cubs to Scouts and shows his muscles to prove it.

The Matthews boys with their parents and six sisters live in a Housing Commission home the family is buying. Their mother was Gloria Ferguson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Ferguson of Brewarrina. The family has visited practically every Aboriginal station in N.S.W. and is well-known to Dawn readers.

It is wonderful to hear news of them. We would appreciate more little family stories like this one—which incidentally was supplied by a kindly neighbour.

Let’s hear from you kids,

Your sincere pal,

Pete

---

"Professor" Tim Torrens of Tabulam demonstrates the new egg-head hairstyle, which we hope doesn't prove too popular.
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